The Nightmare

By Levi

One really sunny day there was a boat, but it wasn’t like any other boat it was a ship! A ship full of friends, best friends one and all. But it wouldn’t be very kind if I didn’t mention the most noteworthy friend on board HATTY HATMINESIN. He was like King Friend of friendship kingdom, best friend to one and all. Anyhow today was like any other day, spirits were really high and they were having a jolly time, BUT then the ocean was all like suuurrprissse! AND A HUGE MASSIVE STORM BLEW OUT OF NOWHERE, AND THERE WAS THUNDER, BOOM!!! AND THE LIGHTNING BOOM!!! And just like that, it stopped. “I wouldn’t know what I would do, even if I lost one of you” said Hatty as he continued.

BUT THE EYE OF THE STORM IS VERY MISLEADING, NEVER TURN YOUR BACK ON IT, BECAUSE THE OCEAN WAS ALL LIKE SICK AND IT CAME BACK EVEN BIGGER THIS TIME, TWICE AS BIG! THEN THE RAIN CAME DOWN LIKE SHATTERED GLASS AND THE FLOOR BOARDS WERE BUCKELING AND PIECES OF THE SHIP WERE RAINING DOWN LIKE SHARDS OF BROKEN DREAMS. THEN SIR REGINALL COMES UP STAIRS AND HE’S ALL LIKE, “I SAY GENTLEMEN, WE SEEM TO BE IN A BIT OF A PICKLE”, AND EVERYBODY SCREAMED ”LAND!” AS THEY CRASHED DOWN UPON LAND, CRASH BANG CRASH, A SHIPWRECK HAS CAME UPON THEM. And while it seems like the end, this is really the beginning of a great adventure for Hatty and his friends.

(TO BE CONTINUED)..............